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A process for creative problem solving



Pick up a pen or pencil



A process for Integrative Thinking

Articulate the Models
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Examine the Models

Explore the Possibilities

• How could a new model be created from one building block from each model?

• Under what conditions could one model actually generate the benefits of the other?

• Could I look at the problem in a new way so that each model could be applied to a 

different part of the problem?

4
Assessing the Prototypes

• Ask: What would have to be true?

• Identify two extreme and opposing models

• Sketch out what the opposing models look like

• Define the benefits of each model

• Identify the most important players

• Define how the models work for them

• Look Across: What are the similarities? What are the genuine points of tension?

• Look Within; What assumptions underlie each model?

• Look Again: What would I want to keep? What could I live without?
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Tensions between opposing models

Strategy in the Film Festival World

Inclusive community

model

Exclusive industry 

model
Or

What is the logic behind each model?
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Example: Toronto International Film Festival

Creative Resolution:

Vs.

Inclusive Community-Based Model Exclusive Industry Model
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Personal Knowledge System

Stance

Tools

Experiences

•Who am I in the 

world and what 

am I trying to 

accomplish?

•With what tools and 

models do I organize my 

thinking and understand 

the world?

•With what experiences can I 

build my repertoire of 

sensitivities and skills?

Guides

Informs

Guides

Informs



A shift in stance

Nature of my world?
1. Existing models do not represent

reality; they are constructions

2. Opposing models are to be leveraged, 

not feared

3. Better models exist that are not yet 

seen

My role in it?
4. I am capable of finding a better model

5. I wade into and get through the 

necessary complexity

6. I give myself time to create and 

develop a new insight before 

proceeding

Nature of my world?
1. True reality can be seen and 

understood

2. Opposing views are not reality and 

are therefore wrong

3. No better model exists because 

there is one knowable reality

My role in it?
4. Where opposing views exist, I must 

crush or be crushed

5. I must simplify and specialize to 

avoid unnecessary complexity

6. I must act quickly and decisively

Conventional 

Stance

Integrative 

Stance

Imagine the possibility that…



A change in behaviour

Before, I was one of those guys, like, when I came up with one idea, like one conclusion, I’ll 
just stick with it. I was just too stubborn to change it - that’s the answer, I’m sticking with it. 

Now I’ll double check and make sure that I can make it 
better, make sure that my final answer is correct. And 
when I read my short answers, like I write with pencil so I 
just write something that first comes to mind and then I 
read it over again, and it just continues flowing, like I 
expand, and I erase, and my answers just keep getting 
better and better throughout.

I used to write everything with pen before, but I started 
writing in pencil.

– Jabril, grade 12



What students have said

In the past I would not raise my hand when a 
teacher asked a question because I was 
afraid of getting it wrong. I’m more 
confident because we were taught that 
nothing is necessarily a really bad idea. You 
can always put some good into it. Because in 
good there’s always some bad but in bad 
there’s always some good. But you have to 
dig deep down to find the good sometimes.

– Lauren, grade 7
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Noticing tensions

What tensions might you explore in your classroom, 
school and community?


